Nervous tissue thiamine metabolism in vivo. II. Thiamine and its phosphoesters dynamics in different brain regions and sciatic nerve of the rat.
Different steps of the metabolism of thiamine (T), thiamine mono- (TMP), pyro- (TPP) and triphosphate (TTP) in the cerebellum, brainstem, cerebral cortex and the sciatic nerve were evaluated in the rat in vivo. The radioactivity of T and its phosphoesters was determined at fixed time intervals (0.5-240 h) after an intraperitoneal injection of [14C]T (30 micrograms:1.25 muCi), under steady state conditions. The dynamics of thiamine compounds was evaluated using a compartmental mathematical model that allowed the fractional rate constants (FRC), turnover rates (TR) and turnover times to be calculated. The phosphorylation of T to TPP and the dephosphorylations of TPP to TMP and TMP to T could be estimated in all the structures investigated. Their turnover rates were found to be ordered in the sequence: cerebellum greater than brainstem greater than cerebral cortex greater than sciatic nerve. The transphosphorylation of TPP to TTP was so small that it could not be determined in a reliable way. Regional differences were found both the rate and in the composition of T and TMP mixture released from nervous structures. The shortest turnover time of TPP was found in the cerebellum, while the sciatic nerve exhibited the fastest renewal of T and TMP. In all the structures investigated TPP had a rather short turnover time, suggesting that its function might be associated to a rapid conversion into chemically different forms. The possible relationships between the rates of turnover of T compounds are the sensitivity of the nervous structures to T deficiency are discussed.